1997 silverado fuel pump

For more information go to DriveMotive fuel pumps deliver the right amount of fuel for all loads
and speeds. Built to last and engineered for clean, consistent flow, DriveMotive fuel pumps are
ready to restore smooth performance and superior efficiency to your en Great fit, efficient
performance, and robust style are the defining characteristics of Airtex's original equipment
equivalent fuel pump. This replacement item is thoroughly patterned after to work like the ge
Made in some of the industry's most sophisticated facilities and backed by years of OE
expertise, Delphi OE replacement fuel pumps are guaranteed to deliver outstanding pump
ability and generate excellent pressure using less elec We've Made a Site Update. Refresh to the
latest version. Retrieve quote. Track order. Sign In or Create Account. Every Purchase
Supports. Texas Relief Efforts. Select your vehicle. Refine by:. Fuel Pump part. Returns Policy.
Quantity Sold. Recommended Use. Fuel Sending Unit Included. Product Fit. Shop Chevrolet K
Fuel Pump. Showing 1 - 15 of 22 results. Display item:. Sort by:. Guaranteed to Fit. Core Charge.
Add to cart. Part Number: AFE Product Details Notes : Compatible with gas engine models only.
Part Number: BS Page 1 of 2 Showing 1 - 15 of 22 results. Featured Brands. Reviews Questions,
Answers. When picking a reliable brand name for your intake system's fuel pump, trust Airtex.
Nov 13, Works great. Good fit. Gary Nordman. Purchased on May 17, Oct 26, It works out well.
Very good product. Leroy Wiggins. Purchased on Oct 10, Sep 30, Got everything we ordered
thank you very much. Tammy Whitesides. Purchased on Sep 15, Show More. Helpful
Automotive Resources. It can be a stand-alone module or a computer integrated into the PCM.
Automotive professionals break down no-start situations into two separate categories:
crank-no-start and no-crank-no-start. Consult the factory information for repair instructions and
recommended safety procedures. Other issues can mimic a faulty fuel pump. Perform a
thorough diagnosis to ensure the pump is the problem before replacing it. Part 1: Check
whether the problem is fuel-related. Contact Us. Phone Number Shop with Confidence. All
Rights Reserved. Terms of Use. Privacy Policy. California Supply Chain Disclosure.
Accessibility Statement. Eight problems related to fuel pump have been reported for the
Chevrolet Silverado. The most recently reported issues are listed below. The automobile would
not start. No previous problems, this was the first incident. The consumer assumed it was the
fuel pump. An independent mechanic came out to inspect the vehicle. He determined the fuel
tank sending unit assembly had caught on fire which melted the wiring inside the fuel tank.
There were no visible flames, when this incident occurred was unknown. He was unaware of
this problem and would have not known unless the mechanic had pulled the fuel pan bed and
discovered this failure. The mechanic offered no explanation as to why this happened. The
plastic simply melted, and the wiring was burned. There have been no repairs or corrections
made at this time. This incident has happened more than once and has not been resolved. While
driving vehicle stalled. Driver tried was unable to restart vehicle. Driver noticed that steering
wheel and the brakes failed, and would not work when applied. The driver had the truck towed
to the dealer, and mechanic determined that the fuel pump needed to be replaced. This is the
third pump installed in the vehicle since it was purchased. When the pump failed the engine
shut down without warning and there was no power steering or brakes, the vehicle just rolled to
a stop. While driving approximately 45 mph vehicle stalled. When servicing it was determined to
be the fuel pump. While traveling at 25 mph engine suddenly shut down without warning. Cause
unknown. Took to dealer, and they stated that fuel pump assembly shorted out and almost
caused a fire. Dealer stated vehicle could have exploded. Please provide any further
information. Fuel pump broke, causing vehicle to have a no start condition. Dealer cannot
determine the problem. Please provide further information. Owner has a hard time starting
vehicle. Owner has to throw gasoline in the throttle body in order to start. Dealer says vehicle
needs new fuel pump. Fuel sending unit has an electrical shortage which causes fuel pump to
burn. Please give any further details. Car Problems. Fuel Pump problem 1. Fuel Pump problem
2. Fuel Pump problem 3. Fuel Pump problem 4. Fuel Pump problem 5. Fuel Pump problem 6.
Fuel Pump problem 7. Fuel Pump problem 8. Fuel Pump problems 8. Gasoline Fuel System
problems. Fuel Injection problems. Fuel Injector problems. Carburetor problems. Fuel Delivery
problems. Several years ago I had to replace the fuel pump - truck had about , miles. Within the
last 4 - 5 months I have replaced the fuel pump twice and just today about two months since the
last replacement , the fuel pump has failed again. That has been the pattern now for the last
several months. I have had the work done by one of the reputable car repair shops in town they have also done work on my Impala with no issues with the repair. There must be
something else going on besides just the fuel pump going bad. What would cause so many fuel
pump failures. I had repeated failures with GM fuel pumps also, to the point where if I had them
start again I would trade cars. But you have to replace the wire harness too and also the relay at
the same time. Wires also get old and I replaced the wiring all the way from the pump to the
computer. Keeping a half tank of gas all the time also helps longevity. If there was a super duty

after-market pump available I would have sure used that instead. Just a couple of questions for
wcsmith : Have you been replacing the canister fuel filter not referring to the sock on the pump
itself? A partially clogged filter can cause tremendous back pressure at the fuel pump which
can cause early pump failure. Have you been using original equipment pumps AC Delco? A
word on GM fuel pump failures: My last 8 cars have been GM pump in tank cars and only one
has had one fail and that was at , miles. I guess every ones experience is different. GM trucks of
that era are notorious for failed pumps. The best you can get is an original Delco pump exactly
like the one that failed. The most likely problem is that the tank is not being cleaned out when
the pump is replaced. Have seen this countless times with repeated pump failure. The fuel filter
is being replace along with the fuel pump. Which fuel filter is being replaced? The one that
attaches to the fuel pump or the external inline filter or both? Also, the external filter is a much
finer so any sand which is getting through the internal filter sock could clog the external filter.
Never thought of sand but my tank had been replaced. At any rate, the sock filter in the tank is
not likely to be able to filter out fine grains of sand but the in line filter needs to be replaced just
for warranty purposes. I never had problems with the original pumps on GM cars, but just the
replacements. I always got well over , , K with the original pumps but once replaced became a
problem. The pickup screen does not filter that fine of particulates and the filter is after the
pump. SOP here at my shop is to wash out and dry tank when replacing pump. Helps keep the
comebacks down. Has the possibility that the pumps are not actually bad been considered?
There should be a pump test plug on that truck somewhere. If the pump is good it will run when
this is done and will tell you the problem is in the pump controls. The jumper should not be left
in place as it is only a test method. Fuel pump operating voltage too low due to higher than
normal resistance somewhere in the circuit. Verify the voltage at the pump input is correct.
Restricted flow somewhere between pump input and injection rail. I always used Delco pumps
but the guys had two in a row right out of the box that were bad. Drop the tank, or lift off the
bed? Trying the opposite pump removal method may open up some different views in wiring
that may be causing an issue. Well these are all great suggestions and I will have the repair
shop take them in consideration, however as of now, school is still out as to what is causing
multiple pump failures. But K is not bad. They usually go at 75K. My guesses, in order of
likelihood Fuel pump operating voltage too low due to higher than normal resistance
somewhere in the circuit. Faulty pumps being installed. Spring for an oem unit from the dealer
next time. Thanks everyoneâ€¦. So how do you find out what problems are occurring? Any
duplicates or errors? It's not us. Don't waste your time wasting ours! If you are interested in
advertising a for-profit service, contact us. Find something helpful? Spread the word. Share on
Facebook Retweet this page Email this page. Add Complaint. While driving approximately 45
mph vehicle stalled. When servicing it was determined to be the fuel pump. This incident has
happened more than once and has not been resolved. While driving vehicle stalled. Driver tried
was unable to restart vehicle. Driver noticed that steering wheel and the brakes failed, and
would not work when applied. The driver had the truck towed to the dealer, and mechanic
determined that the fuel pump needed to be replaced. This is the third pump installed in the
vehicle since it was purchased. When the pump failed the engine shut down without warning
and there was no power steering or brakes, the vehicle just rolled to a stop. While traveling at 25
mph engine suddenly shut down without warning. Cause unknown. Took to dealer, and they
stated that fuel pump assembly shorted out and almost caused a fire. Dealer stated vehicle
could have exploded. Search CarComplaints. Problem 1: the fuel pump relay doesn't seem to
disengage after first starting the engine and it heats up. This causes rough operating of the
engine. Further investigation shows that the maxi fuse to the lighting system heats up also, but
does not fail. Another area that is affected is the MINIfuse to the courtesy lamps. It heats up, but
does not fail. The last area to be affected is the evaporative emission canister vacuum switch. It
acts as if the wheels are out of balance around 50mph. I have taken this vehicle in to the
dealership on a number of occasions and they either can't find anything wrong or try and tell
me that the fuel injectors are at fault. They put injector cleaner in the fuel tank on two
occasions, which made it run worse. I asked to have the injectors replaced while it was still
under warranty and they said they had to follow procedure bulletin before taking that step. The
problem still existed, but they haven't offered to replace fuel injectors. My thinking is that the
problem is really the ignition switch. Can you please advise me of any other similar complaints
and how it was resolved" probelm 2: while driving straight highway at about 55 mph steering
feels loose and wants shift lanes on it's own. On sweeping turns it turns to the right on it's own.
I had the front end alligned and a new set of tires, but the problem still exists. Electrical
components of fuel pump burned up along with wiring harness. Owner has a hard time starting
vehicle. Owner has to throw gasoline in the throttle body in order to start. Dealer says vehicle
needs new fuel pump. Fuel pump broke, causing vehicle to have a no start condition. Dealer

cannot determine the problem. Transmission would hesitate before shifting gears. Not what you
are looking for? Search for something else:. See the Back button â€” blue bar at the very top of
the page â€” to explore more. Add your complaint? The automobile would not start. No previous
problems, this was the first incident. The consumer assumed it was the fuel pump. An
independent mechanic came out to inspect the vehicle. He determined the fuel tank sending
unit assembly had caught on fire which melted the wiring inside the fuel tank. There were no
visible flames, when this incident occurred was unknown. He was unaware of this problem and
would have not known unless the mechanic had pulled the fuel pan bed and discovered this
failure. The mechanic offered no explanation as to why this happened. The plastic simply
melted, and the wiring was burned. There have been no repairs or corrections made at this time.
Add Complaint. While driving approximately 45 mph vehicle stalled. When servicing it was
determined to be the fuel pump. This incident has happened more than once and has not been
resolved. While driving vehicle stalled. Driver tried was unable to restart vehicle. Driver noticed
that steering wheel and the brakes failed, and would not work when applied. The driver had the
truck towed to the dealer, and mechanic determined that the fuel pump needed to be replaced.
This is the third pump installed in the vehicle since it was purchased. When the pump failed the
engine shut down without warning and there was no power steering or brakes, the vehicle just
rolled to a stop. The fuel pump wiring heated up, which caused the pump to fail. While traveling
at 25 mph engine suddenly shut down without warning. Cause unknown. Took to dealer, and
they stated that fuel pump assembly shorted out and almost caused a fire. Dealer stated vehicle
could have exploded. Problem 1: the fuel pump relay doesn't seem to disengage after first
starting the engine and it heats up. This causes rough operating of the engine. Further
investigation shows that the maxi fuse to the lighting system heats up also, but does not fail.
Another area that is affected is the MINIfuse to the courtesy lamps. It heats up, but does not fail.
The last area to be affected is the evaporative emission canister vacuum switch. It acts as if the
wheels are out of balance around 50mph. I have taken this vehicle in to the dealership on a
number of occasions and they either can't find anything wrong or try and tell me that the fuel
injectors are at fault. They put injector cleaner in the fuel tank on two occasions, which made it
run worse. I asked to have the injectors replaced while it was still under warranty and they said
they had to follow procedure bulletin before taking that step. The problem still existed, but they
haven't offered to replace fuel injectors. My thinking is that the problem is really the ignition
switch. Can you please advise me of any other similar complaints and how it was resolved"
probelm 2: while driving straight highway at about 55 mph steering feels loose and wants shift
lanes on it's own. On sweeping turns it turns to the right on it's own. I had the front end alligned
and a new set of tires, but the problem still exists. Fuel sending unit has an electrical shortage
which causes fuel pump to burn. Electrical components of fuel pump burned up along with
wiring harness. Owner has a hard time starting vehicle. Owner has to throw gasoline in the
throttle body in order to start. Dealer says vehicle needs new fuel pump. Fuel pump broke,
causing vehicle to have a no start condition. Dealer cannot determine the problem.
Transmission would hesitate before shifting gears. I wasnt getting the required pressure needed
to start the truck. I was getting confused. So i went and bought a fuel pressure regulator and
before i ripped my intake apart to change the fuel pressure regulator, i checked one more thing.
I crawled under the truck on the passenger side behind the motor above the bell housing.
Google search "Chevy fuel pump failure" and you'll find stories of this happening to people with
vehicles ranging from '91s to'02s, perhaps even newer. Easier said than done for a teenager
with limited income! The fuel pump died, thankfully, practically at the end of our driveway on his
way to school. Who do you think picked up the tab for that one? My request to any readers is: Is
there a permanent fix? I will NOT stand for a new fuel pump again as so many others have done
reference your Google search. Is there an aftermarket tank with an external fuel pump available?
What is the cause? How have they gotten away with such shoddy products for so long? Good
lord - as much as I hate lawyers, doesn't this sound like grounds for a class-action suit? If you
have a for-profit service, contact us. Most Common Solutions: grounded engine to the frame 1
reports replace fuel pump 1 reports. Find something helpful? Spread the word. Share on
Facebook Retweet this page Email this page. Be the first! Find a good Chevrolet mechanic Read
reviews of repair shops in your area. Enter your zip code: A free service from CarTalk. Send
Comment Add Complaint. Search CarComplaints. Not what you are looking for? Search for
something else:. For more information go to DriveMotive fuel pumps deliver the right amount of
fuel for all loads and speeds. Built to last and engineered for clean, consistent flow, DriveMotive
fuel pumps are ready to restore smooth performance and superior efficiency to your en Great
fit, efficient performance, and robust style are the defining characteristics of Airtex's original
equipment equivalent fuel pump. This replacement item is thoroughly patterned after to work
like the ge Made in some of the industry's most sophisticated facilities and backed by years of

OE expertise, Delphi OE replacement fuel pumps are guaranteed to deliver outstanding pump
ability and generate excellent pressure using less elec We've Made a Site Update. Refresh to the
latest version. Retrieve quote. Track order. Sign In or Create Account. Every Purchase
Supports. Texas Relief Efforts. Select your vehicle. Refine by:. Fuel Pump part. Returns Policy.
Quantity Sold. Recommended Use. Fuel Sending Unit Included. Product Fit. Shop Chevrolet K
Fuel Pump. Showing 1 - 15 of 22 results. Display item:. Sort by:. Guaranteed to Fit. Core Charge.
Add to cart. Part Number: AFE Product Details Notes : Compatible with gas engine models only.
Part Number: BS Page 1 of 2 Showing 1 - 15 of 22 results. Featured Brands. Reviews Questions
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, Answers. When picking a reliable brand name for your intake system's fuel pump, trust Airtex.
Nov 13, Works great. Good fit. Gary Nordman. Purchased on May 17, Oct 26, It works out well.
Very good product. Leroy Wiggins. Purchased on Oct 10, Sep 30, Got everything we ordered
thank you very much. Tammy Whitesides. Purchased on Sep 15, Show More. Helpful
Automotive Resources. It can be a stand-alone module or a computer integrated into the PCM.
Automotive professionals break down no-start situations into two separate categories:
crank-no-start and no-crank-no-start. Consult the factory information for repair instructions and
recommended safety procedures. Other issues can mimic a faulty fuel pump. Perform a
thorough diagnosis to ensure the pump is the problem before replacing it. Part 1: Check
whether the problem is fuel-related. Contact Us. Phone Number Shop with Confidence. All
Rights Reserved. Terms of Use. Privacy Policy. California Supply Chain Disclosure.
Accessibility Statement.

